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Women Leading In Business 
 John R Fergusson 

Monopolies are very hard to break once they are formed. It is a fact that in most cultures, patriar-
chal dominance is a very powerful monopoly and auto-dictates the business culture of society. Its 
natural spontaneous authoritarian defence of itself as the stronger leading/conquering gender is 
the precursor to battle between the sexes, not just in this area of business of course, but in a vari-

ety of areas. 

There‘s been however, a huge shift in the paradigm that is forcibly chasing down this monopoly and 

slowly breaking it up. This began in the 1940‘s/50‘s in the West when governments and industry, hungry to in-

crease workforce numbers post World War 2, began to encourage women into the workforce, to stay beyond mar-

riage and to continue in it regardless of having children.  

This really marked the beginning of the end for male domination, control and ownership of business, its leadership 

and government. Until then, women really only had three significant choices to enter the workforce which was 

generally seen to be a very short period of their lives, or more of an interlude leading to abandonment once enter-

ing marriage and having a family. Upon entering high school girls were virtually given three options. Take a 

―Homemaking Course‖, a ―Secretarial/bookkeeping course‖, or a ―Professional course‖ e.g. nursing, teaching etc. 

The industrial businesses not only needed factory workers back then for which thousands of women were sec-

onded, but also needed many more permanent workers due to an ever increasing demand for the burgeoning 

commercial and professional hospitality and developing services industries, and the high-tech age as we know it 

today had barely even begun. 

So really, it is only a matter of time before we see the averages change and the balance of dominance, control and 

ownership blend into a new professional amalgam. Time will show this amalgam is not based on gender but on 

intelligence, expertise, ability and capability, including but not relying on nor necessarily tied to gender driven 

education. In other words, it is not knowledge driven as much as it is nature driven, due to the fact 50% or more of 

the workforce is now women, brought in by the greed-need of men. 

Once this immense worldwide shakeup of the sexes calms down, the new gold of the neo-human professional 

expert will be seen in the base of the panner‘s control pan and no one will care what gender it is. 

One of the reasons knowledge has increased so rapidly throughout this past fifty or sixty years or more is directly 

due to the millions of women entering the workforce in all areas of business and development, initiatives and 

processes, including education and the long-term higher learning portals of the sciences, technologies, humani-

ties, resources and utilities. 

The categorisation and commercialisation of the ―housewife‖ and her 

―housework‖ was developed by the marketers out of the industrial revolution 

in order to sell their ―new inventions‖ they were making for the ―home‖, be-

cause electricity was making it possible to give them more leisure time by 

making life/things simpler and easier just by purchasing them. It would also enable the women to enter and stay 

in the workforce; because of all these time and energy saving gadgets and widgets we were told.  

In the same way, the marketing behind the technology behind the social media is proclaiming the same virtues, as 

a necessary asset for business, your profession and your daily communication to the important people in your life 

and business, no matter where you are in the world. This is also causing another major shift (in fact several major 

shifts), in the business paradigm.  

Not only are some still coming to terms with women in the forefront of business but we all are already facing the 

new phenomena technology has created for us and these I will put in order of first appearance. I have already 

covered the first one above which is gender. But, there are five major shifts that are taking place even as we 

speak, which means the business paradigm, order and culture of doing business due to technology, will never be 

the same again. I call them ―Primary Shifts‖ because all of them spawn further related changes that set a whole 

new meaning to the cliché that, ―all things are subject to change‖! 

They are: 

1. Business is now ―Genderless‖.  It is neither male nor female dominated. 

2. Business is now ―Timeless‖.  It is no longer 9-5. It is now 24/7 

3. Business is now ―Borderless‖ It is neither national nor international. Big Business is the ―new world 

power‖ that all governments and their police forces are beginning to serve. 

4. Business is now ―Placeless‖.  It is universal i.e. I can conduct business at/from any location. 

5. Business is now ―Ageless‖.  As in human age. It allows all ages due to the 4 above, with the practice 

of ―seniority‖ as in ―inline positioning‖ and ―retirement age‖ (although still relevant to physical labour 

where robotics have not yet replaced it) both now relics of the past. 

These are all defining changes in our human history as our species covers the earth. This of course is creating 

huge demands for new inspiration, 

invention and innovation from us, as 

we squeeze into ever decreasing cir-

cles the total species of the world we 

cohabit with and with whom we grudg-

ingly share the premium space. We 

fail to recognise that it is we, the hu-

man species, that have become the 

fastest growing genus on planet earth. 

And to do that we have had to steal off 

all of the other kinds their land and 

seas, food, habitats and freedom in 

order to make room for ourselves by 

excluding or destroying them, to plun-

der their provisions and space, plus all 

of their natural related wealth to suit 

ourselves and our own preoccupation for human monopolisation. 

The battle for business by women is the same battle we all face when monopolies have control and operate with 

impunity. What most of us don‘t understand is that the very process or game we all believe in, that we are all 

called to play and participate in, that is supposed to prevent monopolies from happening or developing, is the very 

causal power and means that creates them. What is this power? It is the ―Power of Competition‖!  

The Competition Watchdog the ―ACCC‖(click to view), has been set up in order to produce monopolies due to its em-

phasis on competition. It states on its own website: “We are Australia’s competition regulator and national con-

sumer law champion. We promote competition and fair trading and regulate national infrastructure to make mar-

kets work for everyone.” They are not here to prevent monopolies! They are here to promote competition which 

produces  monopolies, but in a fair and regulated way we are assured.  

Competition is also the fallacy of Democracy. It is even worse when you let people think they are living in a democ-

racy when they are not. For example I heard Dick Chaney (past Bush government as Vice President of the USA) say 

to Larry King just this February on the Larry King ―PoliticKing‖ show on RT state emphatically that ―America is not a 

Democracy‖ and never has been. It is a ―Republic‖, he said! How come the 

majority of Americans don‘t know that? How come this ―Republic‖ is spending 

billions to try and force democracy on other nations of the world when it isn‘t 

one itself? The answer is quite simple. It is called ―Competition‖! In the end, 

out of every democratic competition there is only one winner – the plutocrat, 

the autocrat, the dictator! Everyone else is a loser. Competition always creates 

one winner and vast numbers of losers as we are seeing and experiencing in 

Europe, the United States of America and everywhere else in the East and 

West. The main feature democratic leadership offers everyone is the freedom 

to lose, due to its competitive nature. Competition is never fair and cannot be, 

as nature so clearly demonstrates. All ―Winners‖, all ―Supremos‖, all those in 

―First Place‖ positions, all ―Conquerors‖ love competition but only because they are ―Number 1‖. Ask all the losers 

what they think of competition – you‘ll be amazed – even astounded, at the variety of reasons coupled often with 

vitriolic emotion as they share with you, and share their opinion of what is/was wrong with it!  

We‘ve also been taught to blame ourselves for not winning when there can only be one winner, how foolish is that! 

This is how much everyone is conned by this concept and this concept governs modern civilisation. The battle 

between the weak and the strong can never be waged by the same rules. The strong will kill and gobble up the 

weak every time all the time, if they are made to compete or fight by the same rules.  

The first thing every woman in business must do is throw away the rule book written by the strong in favour of the 

strong in order to knock out the weak every time all the time. Darwin‘s ―Survival of the Fittest/Strongest‖ only 

works if intellect, intelligence and wit is excluded in the rule book. Brains versus Braun can never play by the same 

rules, or vv. Where intellect, intelligence and wit are used in the game, the lesser gods not only survive - they flour-

ish! Only the strong demand we all play by the same rules knowing the weak won‘t be able to win by doing so. 

Read the following article by Despina Melas, our GM. She covers this aspect exceptionally well! You cannot play or 

compete by the same rules – forget the competition you surely don‘t need it – not even slightly! Cut out and re-

move the power that creates monopolies! 

Over millennia, history shows monopolies of large scale, where the balance of power consistently falls to the same 

one entity, always leads to slavery and the elimination of the very competition they used to get themselves there. 

Competition is strongly promoted until a monopoly appears after which it is no longer required and gets elimi-

nated. We see the effects of monopoly in North Korea. Again let me stress, competition does not prevent monopo-

lies, it promotes and establishes them. To understand this we need to look 

briefly at the nature of competition.  

All competitions have one purpose and goal and that is to produce or find the 

number one person, team, entity etc. i.e. the first place in or over everything, 

or everyone else. It is called the ―Monopoliser Effect‖. The Monopoliser (the 

winner), sets the pace, dictates to all the followers, gets all the accolades, 

controls the media, gets all the endorsement promo dollars from big business, 

becomes an instant celebrity by default etc., etc. There can only be one winner 

so second and third place positions are simply support positions for first place 

in order to take the focus off the first place monopoly to further endorse com-

petition. History shows that if there are no second and third place awards, the 

desire to compete dwindles dramatically due to the negative effect ―winner 

takes all‖ produces, and where there is little or no competition, monopolies 

cannot develop. No one can be the winner, take first place, be number one; 

neither can they eliminate the competition if there isn‘t one.  

All competition is developed for the purpose of elimination. We are told by the 

ACCC the competition between Woolworths and Coles is healthy, but it is not! 

How did they become so big? Through the power of competition, eliminating 

competitors! Their goal is for one to eliminate the other. It is the same with 

Myers and David Jones. The one is trying to eliminate the other. So you see, 

soon we will have two more monopolies to break up due to the nature of com-

petition eliminating each and all until there is a final winner/monopoliser! This 

is the defining battle between the East (now led by China) and the West (still 

led by the US). The assurance of one emerging as the monopoliser is the competition between East and West. 

Plus more money (wealth) is made out of competition than all the manufacturing in the world put together. It is all 

bets on, which is how the ―banking world‖ and the ―Wall Streets‖ of this world all make their wealth. Compete to 

see, predict, who wins who loses so we can trade (bet)! Winners/Controllers enhance their winnings by rules and 

regulations for the purpose of handicapping all the losers (people not ―in the know‖), which is what men have 

done to women for centuries. 

Excel! Don‘t Compete! 

Ladies, if you are making anyone or anything, any man or any 

business your competitor or you think or believe you are compet-

ing with them, you shouldn‘t be in business, as you won‘t last the 

race to monopolisation. Remember there can only be one winner. 

So stop competing and start excelling. Stop managing and trying to correct the past and start leading and creating 

the future! Stop correcting and start creating! You are not a competitor, neither are you in a race. And if someone 

sets up a competition or a race, who says you have to participate! You now know their only purpose is to ensure 

they take first place and have you eliminated. So don‘t even give them the time of day or waste your time saying 

good morning to them, they are not your team. They are trying to eliminate you – you must not give them that 

chance so don‘t play their game!  

Do not compete with men on their terms, nor listen to their nonsense that you must play by the same rules they 

used to get where they are if you want to be a CEO, Chairman of the Board, Executive Chairman, etc! They will 

keep finding ways to eliminate or disqualify you if you do! Men are the elephant in the room and most of them 

don‘t know it and haven‘t got a clue their leg is tied to the peg of their own making! Don‘t let them peg you down! 

The purpose of competition producing monopolies is to get you to work for nothing – to make you work harder – to 

make you work longer hours – and do it for much less money. A dear friend said to me the other day, ―I have never 

in my life worked so hard for so long for so little money as I have in these past 20 years‖! This is the direct result of 

competition monopolising the workforce. People are competing for a prize today that has little or no value. They 

are being compelled to run in a competitive race for business that is leaving them destitute financially, morally 

and ethically.  

We are being told we have to compete with China and to do 

that we must work harder and longer for less. Why? In China, 

India, Philippines and other Asian countries the giant monopo-

lies there still use their women as slave labour, and their children, and we are being told we must compete with 

them! Oh yeah! So you see, competition is the tool used by those in control to develop and build monopolies which 

become dictatorships in business which the West has slowly been coming out of (thanks mostly to you our 

women), but is now facing a major push to bring us all this time, not just women, under the monopolising pump of 

global contemporary neo-feudalism. Let‘s all keep up the resistance! We all must excel, but not compete.  

I wish to finish by quoting John Robb, Jim Rickards and Mark Faber, three of the speakers at World War D confer-

ence held this past week in Melbourne: 

'The problem is we're in a zero trust or low trust world. We've seen more and more states climbing into this police 

state overwatch,' answered John Robb.  

The thing about liberty, observed Jim Rickards, is that once you notice it slipping away, those that have taken it 

won't give it back. 'If you pass enough laws everyone is a criminal. This is modern neo-Fascism, and it's coming 

your way,' he added, to applause from the audience. 

Mark Faber ended by noting that those who benefit most from regulation are established corporate players, at 

the expense of small business and individuals. Large corporations can afford to keep teams of expensive lawyers 

on staff, allowing them to minimise their own taxes and twist regulation in their favour in ways that their start-up 

rivals can't. 'The corporate establishment love regulation because it keeps the opposition away' he said. 

 

Women Repeating The Past 
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We live in a business world where repeating the past is a natural art form for at least 90% of 

women and men. We seem to be wired to a universal brain that won‘t let us do anything else.   

I think it is all related to pleasure and pain, positive and negative, neutral and engaged, gender, fence sitters and 

biased, active and passive, strength and weakness, interest and disinterest, equality and inequality, education 

and ignorance, likes and dislikes, zombie and personable, disposition and outlook, dependence and independ-

ence etc., just to name a few. 

But let‘s go a step deeper and look at what causes us to repeat the past without prejudice – not even being mind-

ful that we are repeating it until it comes to pass. We are told that insanity is simply doing the same things over 

and over and expecting a different result than what we have always had. If we just keep doing what we‘ve always 

done, won‘t we just get what we‘ve always got? Yes! And it doesn‘t matter how passionate or enthusiastic we are, 

nothing will change. Amazing! No! 

I am going to list some of the deeper issues that cause us to repeat past mistakes and perpetuate zombie like 

prejudices. They are intrinsic until we take steps to have them removed or we put them aside for something far 

more valuable. Many of you may not like the list that I am going to put up, because some of you use these attrib-

utes with great passion, hoping to achieve your goal or motivating desire by these powerful biases. Our soapies 

and reality TV shows are absolutely full of them and is what the 90% feed off as the voyeurs and emulators of 

these traits and attributes!  

What most don‘t realise is they cause us to repeat the negatives of the past with more and more vigour until we 

are completely blinded by our passion to the fact that ―I cannot be moved‖, and ―it is everyone else‘s fault, espe-

cially the people who like to control everyone and every-

thing!‖ So we run around the world of business surrounded 

by the past singing, ―I shall not be I shall not be moved, I 

shall not be I shall not be moved‖, only to find out one day 

(hopefully), that we have been singing it and marching to our own drumbeat – not the men‘s and, and, and, and – 

dare I say it – the women who think they have to act like men (emphasis on act)! How awful! It is convenient for 

the men so they let us believe and keep the myth running by our own energy, rhythm of life and biases. 

Now the list I am going to put up is extremely important because all of them and I mean all of them, will cause you 

to generate wrong impressions and very poor understanding making false judgments, wrong choices, very unfortu-

nate and silly decisions, all causing self-harm to your own life purpose and personal business goals regarding 

abilities, capability, position, power, prestige and wealth. 

List One 

The following attributes will cause you to make false judgments and wrong choices all the time: 

Envy, jealousy, malice, pride, spite, arrogance, greed, superiority, competition, disrespect, hate, inflexible 

opinions, fear, gender prejudices, dogmatic, controlling, intolerant of gifted people, political, bragging, atten-

tion seeking, humiliating others, vilification of others, criticism of others, slander, cowardice, malevolence, 

avarice, pompous, snobbery, treating others as fools, everyone else is equal, attracted to and use people 

with slave type mentalities and servant mindsets, want laws and regulations to promote equality via educa-

tion to keep slaves and servants in their educated places etc. 

List Two 

The following traits will cause you to 

make very poor and silly decisions all 

the time: 

Ignorance, infatuation, inferior-

ity, anger, lying, false humility, 

deception, false opinions, nar-

row mindedness, prima-donna, 

boaster, show-off, bitching and backbiting, feigning loyalty, pretence, posing, introverted competitiveness, 

pettiness, parsimoniousness, stinginess, grovelling, passivity, indecisiveness, timidity, unforgiveness, unrea-

sonable ambition to follow other people‘s trends and fashion, low self esteem, treating others as debtors 

(you owe me something) and cheats, everything is unfair, the equality myth, attracted to controllers and 

masters, want laws and regulations to make life fairer, level playing fields, and make everyone more equal 

etc. 

What is the answer? How do we change the paradigm? 

Future fruits are determined and decided by the seeds we plant today. Everyone loves repeating the past if it is to 

their advantage – and let me say, there is nothing wrong with repeating the past when it is mutually beneficial to 

all, where none are put at a disadvantage for doing so and the planet isn‘t being systematically destroyed because 

of it. However, it is your decisions and determination day by day that declares and confirms who you will be and 

what you will have in the future. You are responsible! No one else! You choose whether to stay weak and vulner-

able and at risk, or change to become strong and powerful in defence of yourself minimising risk as you make 

inroads into the world of business. 

It is pointless using a weak solution to deal with a strong opponent on an equal plane. It is neither smart nor 

clever unless the weak has a strategy, a gift, a talent, a process where the weak one, as an opponent, has that 

something that can deal with or bring down or overcome the strong one – much like David and Goliath! Think 

about it! The system David was part of fitted him out 

by the university standards of his day, in a one step 

process of equality that equipped him with full ar-

mour and a sword to compete in the same way, same 

terms, as his giant opponent. David was going to use a sword alright, but it wasn‘t going to be his own.  

Enter ―Woman Little‖ in business, verses ―Man Giant‖ in business. I‘ll call her ―Davine‖. Davine had to now con-

sider her options. Go with the status quo, equality, standard dress and procedures, meet certain death and be fed 

to the vultures of greed, or draw on a twostep skill learned from a secret mentor and coach no one knew she had. 

Her Strategy 

Davine put off the armour, laid down the sword, took off the helmet and boots, picked up 5 stones from a bub-

bling brook with the giant’s third eye in her look. 

She ran like the wind as he cussed and he shouted insulted by one small and weak, a feminine gender racing 

toward him, he’d never read this in his book. 

She opened her purse like she’s driving her car, eyes still on that “Man Giant’s head”, and pulled out her slingshot 

of suede and so used, the prayer from her training is said. 

Purse on her shoulder, sling in right hand, her left feels all five of the stones, the one small and round is kissed as 

she breathes, it comes with my love to you bonehead. 

The sling starts to swing as she steadies her pace, she just seems to glide through the air, around and around 

much faster than sound, the bridge of his nose now in sphere. 

The stone leaves the sling as the giant’s sword swings; stone targets the giant’s third eye, it comes in for a land-

ing faster than sight, but wait, it’s a bullseye and turns out his lights. 

His arm drops like a rock, his sword falls to the ground, knees buckle as backwards he sways, he then bows to the 

winner like a tree as it’s felled and he hits the ground hard with his kisser. 

Davine runs to the weak one whose supporters have fled and she lifts up his sword with both hands, it’s both 

sharp and heavy as it falls on his neck and so it severs his head from his torso. 

The Twostep Process  

The twostep process in this account is; you must know when to use what only you‘ve got and you must know when 

to use what they have! For this you need freedom, not equality. Everything is subject to change, even when it 

seems impossible. How can millions, all with varying degrees of weaknesses and strengths, enjoy equality or equal 

rights just because the law says so? Bizarre! The same 

people want you to believe the moon is made of coon 

cheese too, just because it rhymes! 

Plus you must never rely on your university training, or any standard or specialised diploma or degree that others 

can easily get, or your general education that everyone else also has, and you most certainly must not rely on, nor 

hope for, neither have any desire for equality in business as equality is the fastest way to destroy ambitious and 

gifted people, female or male, as it can only produce feudalism, socialism, communism, 

oligarchy, patriarchy and matriarchy, which is the fastest way to return to slavery. You say 

we don‘t live under a dictator! I say we do! The dictator is no longer a specific person – it is 

specific law. It is specific law that is used by the person we vote for, to uphold the law‘s 

dictatorship and in many instances, and on many occasions it is monetised for profit! The 

West has learnt a lot from Chairman Mao‘s ―Little Red Book‖ and has lifted so much from 

its pages. 

The ideology of equality must be fought on every side if we are to defeat the dominance of 

modern day ―archy‘s" and all the ―isms‖ that prove equality doesn‘t work and by its very 

nature, cannot work. Equality, as the terms of engagement in the story above, would have ensured Davine‘s de-

struction. Equality is the myth the strong use over the weak to deceive and/or destroy them whether masculine or 

feminine. Equality or equal rights will never get you into the boardroom or to be CEO, or MD, a chairperson or to 

any other executive role as a woman. It is a complete myth. It is freedom that you need – not equality. Freedom to 

excel above and beyond anyone else ever born in the world! Equality and equal rights can‘t let you do that, be-

cause then you would be unequal! 

Women excelling in business – you bet! It is slowly taking place all over! But it will never happen through equal 

rights, or equality of the sexes. It will only happen through true and genuine freedom and your very own skills and 

uniqueness as a person. 

Passing laws to make everyone equal or to give everyone equal rights changes nothing. It isn‘t anything more than 

a pacifier (dummy) for babies (the ignorant) to suck on while the experts widen the gap. 

Laws cannot fix or stop these kinds of differences; any more than a law stating iron and aluminium are equal can 

change them. But it sounds and feels good and in all hypotheses portrays iron and aluminium as equal in strength 

and value! Of course by their nature and substance they will never be, but now the law 

is passed and the law is more important than reality. How dumb is that! 

By the same evaluation and understanding, all of the attributes mentioned in my two 

lists above, each have their inherent laws of which their outcomes cannot change or be 

changed once set in motion. They must be stopped completely and exchanged for the 

attributes that will bring the lasting and right or proper results required and expected, 

which can only come from unbiased or unpressured and understood decisions. 

Without freedom we are all doomed to repeat the past over and over again. The more 

laws we set in motion, to correct the past, ensures we repeat the problems more    

rapidly. Why? That is the nature of law. Law is an opposing value used to endeavour to 

correct or change an existing problem/issue which by nature reinforces the problem/issue. There is nothing wrong 

with law in many areas where order and social guidance is necessary. However, while we as a society continue to 

use law as the ―shortcut‖ to correct or fix issues and problems and control people, we are only empowering the 

problems/issues of the past to rise with more frequent repetition. Outward laws do not change people or protect 

people‘s rights. That‘s why the West has more felons in prison than any other group of nations throughout the 

entire world in all of history. It is people who must be changed inwardly, by their own choice. 

What You Can Do 

While I can list the empowering replacement changes in the attributes of my two lists above, I think it best to let 

you complete that exercise yourself, in order to reinforce in your own 

heart and mind, the central life changing decisions that only you can 

make which must come from within. This will set you apart from the 

status quo in real leadership in business and community, as your 

future will develop by the way you formulate your decisions and plant 

your future fruit (results) by the choice of seed (character DNA) as you concurrently sow it within yourself and with, 

or in those around you. Choose your seed wisely and plant it purposefully – your future is far more important than 

your present enjoyment. Wasted seed today is want tomorrow! It‘s your choice. 

John R Fergusson  

Director & CEO 

B.A.C.U.P. the 

Future Pty Ltd 
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My Quote: 

Lead Your Future World! 

EXECUTIVE COACHING AT... 

F.C.L.A.  (Future Class Leadership Academy) 

Your future is a road untravelled and unless you yourself are pre-
pared, and plan the road and the journey with the right people, it 

will be unmercifully déjà vu, or, you may lose your way.   

Future Class Leadership Academy  

Call 02 9898 0681  More Details:  www.fcla.com.au 

B.A.C.U.P. your Future… you 

are an “Original”! Are you 

copying yourself or others? 

B.A.C.U.P. the Future is here to 
confront the holy grail of your 
company and your board-
rooms secret business. You 
can only be successful in a world 
that you can control, and that, 
you must do within yourself be-
fore you will be able to do it with-
out.  Otherwise you will not know 
the pathway and will wander all 
over the place relying on experts, 
your board, spouse, partner, 
guesswork, luck and other ficti-
tious unintelligent nonsense – 
the panacea of the masses. The 
right help is here - now! Your 
future depends on insight and 

foresight. 
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The most difficult thing is the 
decision to act, the rest is merely 

tenacity. –Amelia Earhart 

Remember no one can make you feel inferior 

without your consent. –Eleanor Roosevelt 
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Women Do All That They Do 

Walk down any sidewalk from New York to Shanghai and 

you‘ll see women wearing ballet flats with Tory Burch‘s 

distinctive double-T logo. They‘re also wearing her pat-

terned tunics, handbags, clutches, and bold country club–

chic pants, skirts, dresses, and tops. Tory Burch hasn‘t 

just made preppy clothes hip and modern, she‘s built a 

multi-billion dollar fashion empire in less than a decade. 

And she‘s leveraging her experience and influence for the 

greater good with the Tory Burch Foundation, an organiza-

tion dedicated to empowering female entrepreneurs. 

Recently named to Forbes‘ list of the World‘s 100 Most 

Powerful Women, Burch has helped change the world‘s 

notion of what being a female entrepreneur means—the 

fashion mogul has proven that it doesn‘t have to be hawk-

ing cupcakes or launching a Mommy blog. At just 46 

years old, she‘s part of a growing group of women who 

are newly minted, self-made billionaires, like fellow power 

woman & Spanx founder, Sara Blakely. Including Burch 

and Blakely, 16 of this year‘s Forbes Power Women 

founded their own businesses. 

When I stand before God at the end of my life, I would 

hope that I would not have a single bit of talent left and 

could say, I used everything you gave me. –Erma Bombeck 

How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a 

single moment before starting to improve 

the world. –Anne Frank 

The Inherent Power of Women in Business 
 Noelle Harb  

Master Life Coach and NLP Practitioner.  
 

I recently watched the movie '9 to 5', an old 80's classic starring Dolly Parton, Jane Fonda 

and Lily Tomlin, and depicts Dolly Parton's character, where she suffers constant unwanted sexual harassment 

from her boss (Hart), who has managed to convince everyone at Consolidated that Doralee is his mistress.  In 

short, the trio jokingly fantasize together about how they'd like to bump off Hart!  Eventually, Hart finds himself a 

prisoner in his own home, as the three women keep him tied up while they 

plan to get themselves out of this mess and get back at Hart... for good!  

Part of the reason it was so popular was undoubtedly due to the fact that 

the film focuses on women being treated appallingly in the workplace by a 

man and audiences who could identify with that just loved seeing them get even!   

So what do these three women personify in our workplace?  Dolly Parton for her body and her smarts?  Jane 

Fonda for her soul or cleverness?  Lily Tomlin for her spirit and wit?  My opinion is that each actress represents 

what all men (represented by Hart) find extremely challenging, distracting, and why they need these women types 

in a subservient role.   

Man's idea of including women in business is for support mechanisms rather than talent, abilities and capabilities.  

Of course the women must be smart to do that!!!  Men can't in reality accept women for who they are because 

they themselves aren't free from their own culturally inflicted ‗dumbmedown‘ stereotypes, conveniently separated 

into masculine feminine work/job/occupational roles, to support their massive egos as dominators. The reason 

many men are in the business of making big money is for this very purpose (metaphorically speaking), to dominate 

women (for pleasure) and weak men (for sport)!  When women endeavour to imitate this business culture they are 

forcing men to perpetuate the myth. 

Even though this movie has stood the test of time and is still funny to watch - it got me thinking – ―What has 

changed in our today's workplace in regards to how women are viewed by their peers, their co-workers and even 

themselves‖?  

In my own working experience, I found this to be more than true.  Even 

though I have worked at very high levels on the corporate ladder, my opinions 

and insights were rarely taken seriously by my peers, mainly men.  Being a 

part of the Board of Directors in one particular organisation, and being the 

only female at the table, I found that when I used my intuition and insight to 

perceive the underlying issues of the business and would then convey suitable solutions, I was ignored and basi-

cally told to 'get me another coffee'.  When a Board member suggested the same solution, he was praised for his 

brilliance.  I've never believed that I need to act like a man to be heard, I then soon learnt to not share my insights.   

A little background and statistics (for those of you who love this stuff) 

The story of the rise of women in work over the past 25 years is the story of Australia's economy, says Greg Jericho 

from the ABC Drum program and women now account for just over 45 per cent of today's workforce. The growth in 

women working in "Professions" has increased to the extent that now over half of all such occupations are held by 

women - placing it with the three traditional women occupations of "Clerical and Administration", "Sales" and 

"Community and Personal Service" 

The next question to ask is, what is the greatest area of need in the business world for women and where should 

they be taking their place?  I have worked in the corporate world for 

over 20 years and for some of those years, at a very high level globally, 

working alongside a very powerful business owner.  In this time in the 

corporate world, I have worked with women at all levels in the organisa-

tions, from administrators to head of global regions and this is what I 

have noticed: 

1. Women believe they have to act like men to get ahead like men!  Even in this 'enlightened' time of busi-

ness, most women still believe that they need to be men to get to the top and to earn any respect from 

their teams.  This statement is made after many years witnessing women's behaviour in the work place 

and also talking to many women about their perceived place in the world.   

2. The reality is - women are different than men! 

Let's look deeper at this and a few differences between men and women 

1. Women's brains are wired differently to that of men's brains from birth  

2. Women are more intuitive and are guided by their hearts. 

3. Men are more thinkers and are guided by their brains - i.e. Women feel - men think 

4. Men signify the masculine yang energy in Eastern traditions while women signify the feminine yin energy.  

5. Women tend to communicate more effectively than men, focusing on how to create a solution that works 

for the group, talking through issues, and utilizes non-verbal cues such as tone, emotion, and empathy 

whereas men tend to be more task-oriented, less talkative, and more isolated.  

6. Men tend to have a "fight or flight" response to stress situations while women seem to approach these 

 situations with a "tend and befriend" strategy. 

This is just a few of our differences, the list is endless.  I don't want to be like a man, I was created differently, and 

I have different strengths, different insights, and different ways of looking at the world!  I have also found that over 

the last decade, women have evolved faster than men – just look at what men have achieved and look at what 

women have achieved since the early 1900's. It seems that women have changed more than men in many as-

pects of their lives.   

Knowing what we know today about 'equality in the workplace' and 'the glass ceiling for women' - why is this still a 

topic for discussion in 2014?  What is the greatest area of need in the world where women should be taking their 

place in business and not just following men?  For change to happen there needs to be a quantum shift in our 

thinking!  

The greatest need facing women today in business, in my opinion, is that women need to understand their inher-

ent power and accept this power as world changers.  Women need to understand who they are.  Women need to 

connect more with their heart centre and use their 

intuition and uniqueness more. Changing our world will 

not happen by force, but will happen with women who 

have a heart of compassion and love for others.  It's 

our difference that will make the difference in our world.   Accept our difference and revel in it for it is this differ-

ence that will change the face of business today. 

Viva la difference!! 
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Song list: 

1. We Believe in “Fair Trade” (or is it fare 
trade or fear trade or freer trade?) 

2. I Believe in a Level Playing Field  (as long as 
it’s my level) 

3. It’s Healthy & Fair to have to Compete like 
everyone else (but only when I am the win-
ner) 

4. Competition is Good for You (especially when 
I win) 

5. We are Against All Monopolies (which is why 
we are competing to be one) 

6. We Welcome All Opposition & All Competi-
tion (how else are we going to be number 
one) 

7. I Don’t Waste My Time with Losers (now 
that I’m the winner I just don’t love you 
anymore) 

8. I Believe in a “Win – Win” Situation for both 
(I make sure I win and you win also because 
I let you stay in business) 

9. I Concentrate on The Power Of Positive 
Thinking (it keeps me happily going around in 
circles for a very, very long time) 

10. I Believe I should Surround Myself with 

People better than Me (why are they so hard 

to find!!!) 

John R Fergusson  Visit:  www.bacupthefuture.com.au 

Business Lullaby’s  
and Serenades  

these decommission and neutralise  
or put business people and others to sleep! 

Dreaming, after all, is a form of 

planning. –Gloria Steinem 

It‘s your place in the world; it‘s your 

life. Go on and do all you can with it, 

and make it the life you want to live. 

–Mae Jemison 

You may be disappointed if you 

fail, but you are doomed if you 

don‘t try. –Beverly Sills 

Our lives begin to end the day we become silent 

about things that matter. –Martin Luther King Jr. 

There is only one way to avoid criticism: do noth-

ing, say nothing, and be nothing. –Aristotle 

I recently sat down with Burch at the inaugural Forbes Women‘s Summit where she opened up about her dazzling 

journey to the top of the fashion world—and offered some entrepreneurial advice and leadership lessons she‘s 

learned the hard way on her journey to incredible success. 

1. ―Follow your passion.‖ Although Burch grew up as a self-described tomboy, she became interested in art history 

and fashion in college at the University of Pennsylvania and went on to work for influential designers like Ralph 

Lauren and Vera Wang. And when she decided to launch her company, she dreamed big—she wanted a global 

brand. ―I never designed before this company,‖ Burch says. ―[You have to] take a risk and put yourself out there.‖. 

2. ―Thicken your skin.‖ Burch went through 10 names (including Tory by TRB) for her company before reluctantly 

settling on using her own. And while she‘s proved wrong all of the naysayers who thought she‘d fizzle out in a 

flash, having her own name on the brand makes her acutely sensitive to criticism. Which is why she relies so much 

on the advice of her parents to thicken her skin. ―Being a sensitive, thoughtful person opens you up for criticism 

and being affected by it,‖ Burch says. ―I heard and tried not to listen to a lot of negativity. The noise and negativity 

were just the sidebar.‖ 

3. ―Put the right people in the right positions.‖ Burch describes herself as a very loyal person, and one of the 

toughest business lessons she learned was that loyalty—a strength in most circumstances—can also be a weak-

ness for her. Loyalty made her reluctant to make staff personnel changes. ―When you have the wrong people in 

the wrong position it affects the entire company,‖ she says. ―It‘s a hard lesson to learn. It has a ripple effect.‖ Be 

aware of the potential for your strength to become an Achilles Heel. 

4. ―Create relationships.‖ As part of the programming for her Tory Burch Foundation, there are 10 mentoring 

events a year. That‘s because Burch believes that networking, collaborating with, and rooting for other women 

helps you make lasting relationships that organically further your career and set you up for success. ―Every job 

that you have might not be the perfect job, but you really take away different things, and you create relationships,‖ 

says Burch, who counts Saks‘ Ron Frasch, Google‘s, Eric Schmidt, as well as her older brother and company‘s co-

president, as major mentors in her life. 

5. ―Go big.‖ On the one hand, Burch had a five-year plan of opening just three stores. (She has launched dozens 

around the country and world, including stores in Portland, Oregon and Dubai.) On the other hand, from the begin-

ning, she knew she wanted to build a global brand. Just as she‘s had to roll with setbacks, she‘s also embraced 

the happy boosts that come along the way, like the Oprah Winfrey show ―Next Big Thing‖ shout-out that gave her 8 

million website hits, and media coverage from her editor friends in the magazine world. Luck is important, but the 

power of networking and collaboration helps you make your luck. 

6. ―Be authentic.‖ While talking about her personal life and her children are off-limits, she is an open book when it 

comes to her business, her foundation, and the Tory Burch brand in general. One for instance? When her company 

changed operating systems, they endured a glitch-y six-month period where they couldn‘t track shipments. But 

rather than hiding the snafu, Burch decided to embrace social media and be transparent with customers about 

what was happening. The result? Her customers became her advocates. 

7. ―Buckle up.‖ When you see someone as successful as Burch, it‘s easy to view that success as a destination 

she‘s reached, instead of an ongoing journey that takes hard work, creative solutions, handling setbacks, and 

constant innovation. Burch admits that being an entrepreneur isn‘t for everyone: She works long hours and re-

members the early days when her business was launching when she would put all of her children to bed and then 

be on the phone until 4am with her Hong Kong office. ―Buckle up, and know that it‘s going to be a tremendous 

amount of work, but embrace it,‖ says Burch. Setbacks are always going to be there—some of them even bigger 

than the challenge of launching a business in the first place—and it‘s crucial to think of them as learning opportu-

nities. 

Great Leaders Build A Culture of Courage In A Climate Of Fear 

I founded my first company in 1998 and grew it to a multimillion dollar agency that has employed 

executives nationwide. I'm a proven business manager & innovative leader, given that "Just 1.8% of 

women-owned businesses generate more than $1 million in annual revenues, 

compared with 5.3% of all U.S. firms," / Wall Street Journal 2012. I have also 

helped build hundreds of companies led by both men and women, navigating the challenges and 

politics of both small startups and large, public organizations. I juggle single motherhood and a 

career as CEO and stealth startup entrepreneur, freelance writer and marketing and brand advisor to companies 

worldwide. In between, I try to find time for exercise, hobbies and personal happiness – just like most women. I 

have received numerous industry honors of which I‘m proud, including ‗Top 25 Authorities Moving PR Forward, 

100 Most Powerful Women on Twitter by Hubspot, ―Top Influential Woman in Tech on Twitter‖ (alongside such 

greats as Marissa Mayer and Huffington Post‘s Arianna Huffington), Best Communications, IR or PR Executive by 

the American Business Awards, Agency Executive of the Year finalist from PRNews, 20 Power PR Women to Follow 

by theDailyMuse, and featured two consecutive years in BusinessWeek‘s Social Media Special Report (with nota-

ble CEOs from Zappos, Virgin, Digg, HDNet, Mint and more). I‘ve also written for Working Mother Magazine, USA 

Today, MarketingProfs, and various business, PR and marketing blogs. 

The author is a Forbes contributor. The opinions expressed are those of the writer. Christine Perkett‘s Popular 

Posts. 

Christine Perkett  

One Thing That Got Me Here: Tips From Successful Women In Business, Music, Technology, 

Culinary Arts And More... 

I‘m lucky enough to know a lot of really smart, successful ladies, so I thought I‘d ask them. I turned to my network 

– a diverse range of women at the top of their games in business, art, music, technology and more. These women 

have authored many (many!) books, speak regularly on their expertise of choice, and take risks. They‘re independ-

ent, sassy, moms and non-moms, spouses and single ladies. One just left the corporate world to pursue a career 

in music – at age 42. Another built a business around her passion for food and cooking, and is a personal chef 

traveling the world for clients. Another has written over 40 books, and yet another started – and sold – her own 

tech startup, while one started a healthcare company after working as an actress. All of these ladies inspire me – 

and I believe they‘ll inspire you to chase your dreams, combine business savvy with your passion, and in general, 

live a ―go for it‖ life – despite what advertisers, men and the rest of the world try to tell you what you can or cannot 

do. One common theme you‘ll see? Do. Not. Give. Up. 

I asked each of these amazing women just one question: What’s the #1 attribute that helped you get where you 

are in your career? Here are their inspiring answers.  

Amy Black, Singer/Songwriter 

Tenacity 

For better or for worse, I‘ve always been someone who grabs hold of an idea or desire and doesn‘t let go easily. 

This tenacity has come in handy when it comes to pursuing a career in music. Every day it‘s key that I hold on 

tightly to the vision of the career I ultimately want to have. It‘s like when a bulldog latches onto a stick — you aren‘t 

going to get it out if his mouth without prying his jaw open first – and good luck with that! 

Aliza Sherman, Web Pioneer, Speaker and Author 

A sense of adventure 

Early on in my career, my dad instilled in me that I could do or be anything and to not feel trapped in any job. I‘ve 

changed jobs or careers often and always look at them as new adventures. Whenever I have a fear of making a 

change, I repeat my personal mantra: ―Life is Short. Do What You Love.‖ This fuels every life adventure, from driv-

ing cross country for a year in an old RV to reinventing my business every few years. Still on my list: mystery writer 

and private investigator. I encourage others to be courageous!  

Ann Handley, Author (Content Rules) and Chief Content Officer, MarketingProfs 

Learning to write 

When I was in college, one of my professors told me that those who succeed know how to write well. 

Why: Those who can write well successfully get their ideas across in a clear, accessible manner… without wasting 

everyone‘s time. 

I took that to heart, and I learned how to write well by focusing less on self-expression and more on the person I 

wanted to reach — in other words, the reader (or the audience). 

The subtle shift has been a tremendous asset to me in my career. For those who think ―writing‖ doesn‘t matter… 

well, I‘ll take anyone down on that point! 

Diane Hessan, Chairman, Communispace 

I think it‘s my Physical Energy. 

I can get up earlier and stay up later than everyone else, and it has helped me enormously in my career – from 

global travel to just getting the sheer volume of work done!  

Jill Janssen, Director, PwC 

I think it‘s a combination of personality traits that have helped me to succeed. Not only hard work – but patience, 

sacrifice and choosing my battles have all helped me to reach the point in my career to which I aspired, in a com-

pany I admired.  

Katelyn Gleason, CEO & Cofounder of Eligible 

Being relentless 

Without being willing to fail and continually get back again, I would never have been able to find the right market 

and establish my product within it. 

Kelly Manthey, VP Strategy & Innovation, Solstice Mobile 

Curiosity 

My natural tendency to want to know how something works and demystify a topic by learning more has propelled 

my career, instilled confidence, and put me on a path I could have never imagined. My general curiosity has made 

me challenge myself and look at life through the lens of ―hmmm that‘s interesting, I wonder if I could do that. It 

can‘t be that hard.‖ This attitude has brought out in me the marathoner, the snowboarder, the knitter, the mother, 

the wife, the business leader, the Harvard student, the writer, the teacher, and the cook. I can‘t wait to see what‘s 

next. 

Laura Fitton, Inbound Marketing Evangelist, Hubspot; Author (―Twitter for Dummies‖) 

Heart  

My (sometimes uncomfortably) huge heart – feeling deeply, responding emotionally, bringing all my enthusiasm to 

bear, facing risks, finding the strength to keep going, and being determined to bypass obstacles – is behind every 

pivotal moment in my career. The book, the companies, the charity/water campaigns, and going out on (what was 

in 2007) quite a limb about Twitter‘s potential all ties into that. It‘s also been a weakness when I indulge negative 

emotions or lose sight of priorities in my fixation to try to help people. 

Marsha Collier, Author (―Ultimate Online Customer Service Guide‖ and over 40 books in the ―for Dummies‖ se-

ries), Radio Host, Analyst 

Tenacity 

If something didn‘t work, I would take what I‘d learned and apply it to the next task. Failure wasn‘t an option; mov-

ing forward always was. 

Rachel Goldman, Founder, Owner and Executive Chef, D‘lish Intimate Catering 

Resilience 

D‘lish didn‘t get the opportunity to cater at the level we are now without resilience -and serious dedication and 

determination over the past nine years. It took passion, standing tall, falling – and of course, getting back up again 

even prouder than before. And, opening myself to learning a lesson from each unique experience in the wild world 

of entrepreneurship and the food industry. That attitude has led my business to a high level of catering – doing 

what I love. 

Shelli Johnson, CEO/Owner, YourEpicLife.com 

Commitment 

There are many ways you can climb a mountain. Despite stumbles, exposure and re-routes, commitment to my 

purpose has remained constant, and it has made all the difference. 

See more at: One Thing That Got Me Here: Tips From Successful Women In Business, Music, Technology, Culinary Arts And More  

But only if you know how! 

Questions or comments? Email us at: info@bacup.com.au                               or call +612 9898 0681 

Please feel free to forward to business friends and colleagues if you believe this news letter would be helpful to 

them.  Thank You ! 

Future Insight Newsletter is currently published bi-monthly. 

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here and simply tell us to remove it. 

For more on this very important consulting & coaching work contact me at your earliest at:  

johnfergusson@bacup.com.au or call +612 9898 0681 More Details  www.bacupthefuture.com.au 

Self Test 
Do I have the makings of a Business Owner? Check the boxes□. 

Can I make money out of what I enjoy doing? 

□Yes □No 

Are other‘s making money out of what I enjoy doing? 

□Yes □No □I don‘t know 

Can I do it better? 

□Yes □No 

Money is not an issue even when I have none! 

□Agree □Disagree 

I don‘t need money before I can start! 

□Agree □Disagree 

I must sit down to do business even if I haven‘t completed all my personal stuff. 

□Agree  □Disagree 

I love doing business more than anything else. 

□Agree □Disagree 

Working for a living takes so much out of me. 

□Agree □Disagree 

I live for my work because of what it gives me. 

□Agree □Disagree 

I am willing to do the walk before all the talk 

□Agree □Disagree 

I will learn as I go rather than go as I learn. 

□Agree  □Disagree 

Though others fail me I will not fail myself. 

□Agree □Disagree 

Doing what I‘ve said, is more important than saying what I will do. 

□Agree □Disagree 

Self management determines my time management. 

□Agree □Disagree 

        I hate leaving things unfinished so I plan everything to a timetable to ensure completion. 

□Agree □Disagree 

After you have answered all fifteen go to www.futureinsightnewsletter.com click on: ―Do I have the mak-

ings of a Business Owner?‖  To see if you qualify enter this PW : BO1234 
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